Mini Bounce
Crocodile Bounce
House
Fun and safe play in the Mini Bounce!
Give children the day of their lives with this Mini Bounce Crocodile. This compact bouncy castle fits in
almost any backyard or driveway. Ideal, because this bouncer can easily be placed anywhere. The walls
and conveniently placed nets ensure extra safety and room for supervision. There are obstacles on the
jumping surface and a cool slide in the middle. With the Mini Bounce Crocodile every children's party is a
success! It will surely catch customers’ attention.
Easy to set up
Easily set up the Mini Bounce Crocodile within 10 minutes. For example, during a children's party or
neighborhood party. The Mini Bounce is easy to transport thanks to the compact size. The inflatable is
delivered including a blower, anchoring material, transport bag, and a clear manual. With this you will
ensure a great experience.
JB quality
JB moonwalks are reinforced and stitched on several points and are made of strong, high quality PVC.
They are therefore durable and easy to keep clean. The Mini Bounce is also supplied by JB with a 5-year
warranty. This allows you to deliver years of optimal playing pleasure with this product.
Buy the Mini Bounce Crocodile and give your customers the day of their lives!

Inflated product

Setting up / Break down

Length

11ft

Setup/Dismantling duration

approx. 10 minutes

Width

10ft

Persons to setup/dismantle

1 person

Height

7ft

Blowers

1,1 kW x 1

Amount of players

4

Weight per blower

Blower 1,1 kW = 37.48 lbs

Specifications packaged product

General

Length

3ft

SKU

01.013.001.001

Depth

3ft

Warranty

1 year warranty

Weight

110lbs

Service

5 years service

Amount of packages

1x

Including

Logbook / manual
Repair kit
Certificate
Anchoring material
Blower (s)
Transport bag

More than 15,000 customers also chose JB
JB has been making people worldwide jump for joy for more than 15 years, often literally. Our team of
designers, developers and logistics staff delivers unique inflatable attractions in a grand way! Customers
are assured of our professional service and delivery. They also call us creators of greatness.

